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NEWS RELEASE - IMMEDIATE 

Water Abstraction will impact on the entire Shannon Navigation 

 

 

The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland (IWAI) responds to Irish Water’s 3rd 

Public Consultation on the Preferred Option to abstract water from Parteen Basin to 

service the East and Midlands region. 

 

In its submission IWAI has again expressed grave concerns over the impact that this 

abstraction will have, not just on Lough Derg, but on the entire Shannon Navigation. 

In an effort to mitigate this risk, IWAI puts forward the view that water levels should 

be monitored and controlled by a single authority, that weirs on the River Shannon 

should be automated and that flow levels at weirs should be collated and presented 

by way of a public web portal. The full IWAI submission, compiled by Association 

Past Presidents Gregory Whelan and Carmel Meegan, appears below. A link to the 

submission is also included for your convenience. 

  

Please email pro@iwai.ie for more information.      
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Notes to Editor – the IWAI 

 

The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland (IWAI) is a voluntary body representing over three 

thousand five hundred enthusiasts, with 23 branches across the island of Ireland.  

The Inland Waterways Association of Ireland (IWAI)  is an energetic, fun, voluntary organisation with 

members from all corners of the Island of Ireland, all sharing a keen and passionate enthusiasm for the 

waterways of Ireland.  

The IWAI advocates the navigation, use, maintenance, protection, restoration and improvement of the 

inland waterways of Ireland. It was formed in 1954 to promote the development, use and maintenance of 

Ireland's navigable rivers and canals.  

When the Shannon was almost totally undeveloped for pleasure boating, the IWAI campaigned against 

the building of low bridges, thus ensuring the development of the river as a national asset. In the 1960s 

IWAI successfully campaigned to stop plans to close the Circular Line of the Grand Canal in Dublin. 

Later the Association campaigned for the re-opening of what is now the Shannon - Erne Waterway 

(formerly the Ballinamore & Ballyconnell Canal) and the Naas Line of the Grand Canal.   

IWAI played its part in the restoration campaign for the re-opening of the Royal Canal between Dublin 

and the Shannon in recent years. IWAI assistance to the campaign to re-open the Ulster Canal has also 

borne fruit with the announcement that work is to begin on re-opening the section from the Erne to 

Clones. Currently, IWAI members are active in restoration projects on the Boyne, Newry and Lagan 

Canals.  

IWAI Branches hold approximately 200 events each year across inland navigations with the wider 

communities in many locations. These events include Boat Rallies, Harbour Festivals, Walks, Social 

Gatherings, Heritage Activities; Family activities and Youth focused events. 
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